
BUSINESS LETTER WRITING ACTIVITIES

This activity is particularly suitable for higher level Business English students, or adult learners who need to write formal
letters in English in real life. Preparation.

They should ask about life at the North Pole. See the Peer evaluation form for an example of how this can be
done. Was it feeding the lambs? A naughty girl had broken into his home, eaten his porridge; broken a chair
and then gone to sleep on his child's bed. Give a date by which you must have their reply. Activity 6: Letters
of complaint Suitable for school use KS2 and use at home When might a letter of complaint be sent? What
measures should we take in our homes or schools? Students choose a situation from Worksheet 3, brainstorm
in pairs, and select appropriate language from their own letter and Worksheet 2. At this stage you might also
wish to draw attention to the conventional greetings and endings for formal letters. Bear to the parents of
Goldilocks. Would they want a holiday somewhere warmer? This would give them the opportunity to use their
imagination and create imaginative responses, possibly little stories about life at the North Pole. Always use
your best and clearest handwriting. One class could write letters of enquiry. The following day, give the
children a thank you letter from the alien! Lay out your letter using paragraphs. It might be a way of thanking
people for providing help. Arguments should be clearly made. What do they think it is like? You will need to
say thank you and how much you enjoyed the visit. Give some examples of what you enjoyed best about the
day? How will your friend reach the location of the event? Sometimes people write letters to organisations or
the newspapers to complain about litter or poor service. It may also be worth highlighting the punctuation used
here, i. This is important if food and drink are being provided, or if you need to know exactly how many
people are coming. Discuss what type of event might create a need to write letters of invitation. But care
should be taken to make sure that all the questions in the original letters are answered. Pond dipping? Your
friend would be very upset if he or she went to the wrong place. It might be when someone has done
something wrong. What are the problems with the system? It might be a request â€” could you provide more
stories about skate boarding, or nature? Every December a letter would appear telling wonderful tales of life at
the North Pole â€” how the reindeer got loose and scattered presents all over the place; how the accident-prone
Polar Bear climbed the North Pole and fell through the roof of Santa Claus's house. This makes it easier for
the reader. They are written slightly differently to normal letters and are always addressed Dear Sir, or Dear
â€” name of magazine. Then, write a letter to a paper or magazine saying why you believe we should avoid
wasting energy. There would be a list of Goldilocks' misdeeds. These are letters to friends and relations, or
people you know well. In pairs, students re-write the letter to make it more appropriate as a formal letter. What
do you need to include in the letter so that they have all the necessary information? What might he ask? Make
sure all your contact details are clearly written down at the top of the letter.


